**Topic:** 600MHz Repack - Impact on Wireless Audio

**Date:** September 24, 2019

**Time:** 7:00pm  
*(Pizza & Pop Dinner is provided at 6:30pm)*

**Location:** Rogers Communications Centre - Ryerson University  
Room RCC-204 – 2nd floor, 80 Gould Street

**Arranged By:** Peter Armstrong and Reza Saiphoo

**Sponsor:** Lectrosonics Canada, AES, Quantum5X Systems Inc.

This evening we will be looking at the repack of the 600 MHz frequencies and the impact on the wireless production equipment used in the broadcasting, outdoor concert and special event world. We have three speakers who bring a wealth of knowledge on this subject and each brings a unique perspective to this issue.

**Presenters:**

- **Rob Poretti** – Poretti Productions
- **Colin Bernard** – Director of Canadian Operations - Lectrosonics Canada
- **Ike Zimbel** – Zimbel Audio

After the presentations we will have a panel discussion moderated by **Reza Saiphoo** – Director, News Technology – Corus Entertainment. Reza has considerable insight on this issue and will be a great addition to this discussion.

This month’s meeting will be a joint AES and SMPTE meeting.

---

The SMPTE Board of Managers will meet in room RCC102 (street level) at 5 PM.

*Pizza & Pop Dinner is provided at 6:30pm, there is no break between presentations*

Are you a SMPTE Member? Join or Renew at [https://www.smpte.org/join](https://www.smpte.org/join)